
Payments
A unified interface allowing to connect with 200+ payment 

providers and acquirers in a few clicks, getting a clear view and full 
control of all your transactions. Centralise, standardise, and 

streamline the way of accepting payments

One 

integration

A single integration allows 
you to support any 
payment methods.

No 

vendor lock

Work with multiple 
payment partners for 
continuity of operations.

Unified 

payment data

Access payment data from 
disparate sources in one 
place.

Conversion 
boost

Orchestrate cash flows 
across payment providers 
and acquirers

Any
payment provider payment method payment flow fiat crypto currency

How to accept payments with Corefy?
We provide a range of options for accepting payments both automatically, through hosted or self-hosted 
payment page and recurring payments, and manually, by issuing invoices on the Dashboard.

How does it help me maximise conversion?
Payments by Corefy are supported by smart processing capabilities, allowing to:

Route each transaction the most efficiently,  saving time and cutting costs.

Eliminate declines by using automatic rerouting of a transaction until full completion.

Spot fraudulent transactions in advance and avoid losses.

Reduce friction with one-click payments.

Handle failover management with manual and automatic retries.

Provide a smooth and personalised purchasing experience.

Customise the payment page design and fields.

https://corefy.com/


Identify and adapt to the user’s geolocation.

Remember and securely store customers’ payment data for future purchases.

Display prices and pay in the user’s currency, while settling your balance in the currency of your 
choice.

Explore all capabilities

How to earn money with it?
Offer Corefy's sophisticated payment gateway to your merchants under your brand and get extra revenue 
effortlessly. You’re free to decide how much to charge your merchants for any payment service, and thus 
how much you'll earn.

Provide your merchants with our ready-made back office to let them handle operations and monitor their 
performance. In turn, you’d be able to keep track of all incoming and outgoing cash flows in multiple 
currencies in real time.

How to keep track of all transactions?
Access detailed information on every transaction and its lifecycle through Dashboard, a feature-rich user 
interface to run day-to-day operations without coding. Make a few clicks to effortlessly accumulate the 
needed data into automatic reports and use it for further analysis.

Advanced platform-wide search

Callbacks for updates on transaction 
status changes

Team activity log

Provider statements and logs

Direct access to a unified database

Instant alerts when reaching crucial 
figures 

Schedule a demo
How to get started?
See how it works and ask any questions you might 
have on an online demo.

Client cases 
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